
Hello, 
Thank you for your time and listening to what we have to say being opposed to this bill.
What you are asking us to do as a healer is to throw away our knowledge, learnings and journies to lean on the more western way.. 
but what you don't understand is, some of the very people who relied on western medicine, and its ways. They also got caught up in 
endless cycles of prescription drugs, severe mental health issues.  
I have helped people over come addiction, depression, mental drops, because society set them up to fail.
I am a minister, I am certified in reiki, and spent my life learning guided by spirit.. what your doing is meddling in religion and 
spirituality, where you have no right to be. 
You have zero right to tell me that my healings need to be ran through "Your style of education" which I have also done.. however it 
is my faith and journey that has helped me help others, not a piece of paper. Your trying to wipe out the holistic part on this earth and 
that's honestly what saves people more and more everyday. I understand what your trying to do, however it's not the right way.. 
western medicine has failed so many when it comes to mental illness and pain management.. the answers don't lie in the bottom of 
a pill jar, or another passed bill. holistically we help them build their own safety tool box, build them up, teach them to lean on faith 
and their tools they have learned to get through ruff times. Most of the time healers work for free or by donation.. so you wanting to 
tax such a spiritual thing, when MOST healers including myself have real jobs and still pay their taxes.. we just want to help people. 
That's our agenda, helping the broken world and you just wanna stick your nose in it as always.. let us help the world with our pure 
intent instead of causing us more stress and hoops to jump though.. don't pass this ridiculous bill. There is already enough going on 
in today's world.. -Cy.H


